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Let A = CEX, , . . . . X,J be the formal power series ring in n variables over 
the complex numbers @, and let G be a finite abelian group acting linearly 
and faithfully on A. We want to study the Grothendieck group K,, (mod R) 
of the category of finitely generated modules over the invariant ring 
R=A". 
Auslander and Reiten showed in their fundamental paper [AR] that the 
Grothendieck group of the ring of invariants of a (not necessarily abelian) 
group G is finitely generated, by at most c(G) elements, where c(G) denotes 
the class number of G. 
In particular, if G is abelian then K, (mod R) may be written as a factor 
group of Z[G*] modulo a Z-submodule U, where G*=Hom,(G, Cx) 
denotes the character group of G. The reason why we present K, (mod R) 
as a quotient of Z[G*] rather than as a quotient of an abstract free abelian 
group of rank IGI is, that the defining relations of K. (mod R) can be 
expressed naturally in terms of characters and products in the group ring 
Z[G*]. Normally, however, the relation submodule is not an ideal in 
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Z[G*] but only a Z-submodule, and so & (mod R) usually has no 
structure of a ring. Marcos has studied in his dissertation [M] cases when 
K,, (mod R) is in fact a ring. This happens, for instance, if G acts freely on 
the vector space of l-forms of A. In this case Auslander and Reiten showed 
that the reduced Grothendieck group & (mod R) = K, (mod R)/Z . [R] is 
finite, and they actually computed its order. More generally, Auslander and 
Reiten described the relation module of the Grothendieck group in terms 
of modules over the twisted group ring A[G]. In [HS] this description 
was used to prove the finiteness of & (mod R) for an arbitrary finite 
abelian group G. To this end Herzog and Sanders defined a certain Z-sub- 
module K whose generators result from Koszul complexes and showed that 
Z[G*]/ZEE K is finite. Here E denotes the trivial character. Almost at 
the same time Auslander and Reiten [AR,] proved the finiteness of 
& (mod R) for an arbitrary finite group. Their proof is independent of 
[AR, HS] and has the advantage to be very short and to apply to even 
more general situations. However, it does not give any information about 
the structure of the Grothendieck group. 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove that 
K. (mod R)-Z[G*]/K, 
where K is defined as in the paper [HS]. The proof of this result is given 
in the first section of this paper. 
In Section 2 we study abelian groups defined by the relation module K 
from a purely group theoretical point of view. 
If G is a finite abelian group and g, , . . . . g, E G is a system of generators 
of G, we define the abelian group [g,, . . . . g,] to be the factor group of 
Z[G] modulo the subgroup generated by the neutral element e and rela- 
tions nit, (e - gi). g, where gE G\G, and where G, is the subgroup of G 
generated by the elements gi, j$ I. Here I runs through all the non-empty 
subsets of { 1, . . . . PZ}. 
Using these notations we may rephrase our main theorem: After a 
change of variables one may assume that g(X,) = xi(g) .X, for i= 1, . . . . n 
and all g E G. Then & (mod R) z [x,, . . . . x,]. In the abstract situation we 
are able to show that if p is a prime number with p/ord[ g,, . . . . g,], then 
p/ord G, see Theorem 2.1. 
Let Q denote the augmentation ideal of Z[G]. If any n --k elements of 
g,, . . . . g, generate already G then we show in 2.4 that there exists an 
epimorphism [g,, . . . . g,] + a/ak + I of abelian groups. This epimorphism 
yields lower estimates of the order of [g,, . . . . g,]. In the rest of the section 
we study the case where G is cyclic. In very simple cases we are able to 
compute the p-primary components of [g,, . . . . g,], see 2.7, and if G itself 
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is a p-group we prove (Corollary 2.9) the following formula: 
ord[g,, . . . . g,] = “‘o:J$ gi. 
Unfortunately such a formula does not hold in general for non-cyclic 
groups. We still have the hope that this formula is true for an arbitrary 
cyclic group. 
Surprisingly enough we show in the last section that ord &, (mod R) = 
(nr= i ord X,)/ord G, if R is an isolated singularity. This result inspired us 
to prove in 3.4 (not just for isolated singularities) that R is regular if and 
only if & (mod R) = 0. This statement is of course false, if G is not abelian. 
The precise structure and the order of [g,, . . . . g,] is still a mystery to us. 
It is also a challenge to treat the invariant ring of finite non-abelian groups 
in a similar way. 
1. DETERMINATION OF THE GROTHENDIECK GROUP IN TERMS 
OF GENERATORS AND RELATIONS 
The purpose of this section is to make more explicit the description of 
the Grothendieck group of a quotient singularity given by Auslander and 
Reiten in [AR], in the case that the singularity is defined by a finite 
abelian group G. 
Let G act linearly on the formal power series ring A = @IX,, . . . . X,1, and 
let A[G] denote the twisted group ring over A. In the paper [AR] of 
Auslander and Reiten it is shown that K, (mod A[G]) may be identified as 
an abelian group with Z[G*], where G* denotes the character group of G. 
Let 
e .--& c x-Yg)g x .- geG 
by the idempotent element of E = @[G] belonging to x E G* and set 
E,=e,. E for XEG*. Then {E,I XE G*> is a full set of representatives of 
the isomorphism classes of irreducible E-modules. 
If MEmod A[G] and XE G* we set M(X) := MO, E, and give M(X) an 
A[G]-module structure by letting G act diagonally on MOE,: 
g(~Ox)=g(~)Og(x) forall mEM,xEE,, gEG. 
Let A, := {a E A 1 g(a) = x ~ ‘( g)a} be the relative invariants of G. Then 
A= OXEc* A, and A,A, c A,,. Thus A is a G*-graded algebra over the 
ring A = AC = A, of invariants (Here E denotes the trivial character). Notice 
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that the category mod,. A of finitely generated G*-graded A-modules and 
the category mod A[G] are equivalent. In fact, given ME mod,, A, 
M= @:1X&* M,, we define an A[G]-module structure by setting 
g(x)=x-‘(g)x for all XEM,. Conversely , given an A[G]-module M, 
then we define its X-graded part to be 
M,:= {XEMIg(x)=X-yg)x}. 
With tlhese definitions it is clear that for ME mod A[G] and x E G*, the 
module: M(X) is just the G*-graded module M twisted by x; that is, we have 
wX)+k==M,., for all $ E G. 
Using this terminology the identification of Z[G*] with K,(mod A [G]) is 
given by the isomorphism 
cp: Z[G*] -+ K,(mod A[G]), x I--+ C&)1. (1) 
Now Auslander and Reiten showed in [AR] that there exists an exact 
sequence of abelian groups 
O+L-+K,,(modA[G])+K,(modR)+O, 
where R = AC is the ring of invariant and where L is the subgroup of 
K,(mod A [G] ) which is generated by the elements [M], where 
ME mod A[G] and MC = 0. Hence with the identification (1) the reduced 
Grothendieck group &mod R) = K,(mod R)/Z [R] may be represented 
as a quotient of Z[G*]. 
After a suitable change of variables we may assume that 
g(X,)=:xi(g).Xj for all i= 1, . . . . n. Moreover, we may assume that G acts 
faithfully on the vector space of l-forms of A. Then G* is generated by 
III Xl 9 ...T A.nr and we define as in the introduction 
CX I > .. . . x,] := Z[G*]/Ze + K, 
where K is the Z-module of Z[G*] which is generated by the elements 
ni,,(l:-xi)lC/, $EG*\G:, where G:= ( {xjlje (1, . . . . n}\Z}) and where Z 
runs through all nonempty subsets of { 1, . . . . n}. Using these notations we 
prove 
THEOREM 1.1. &(mod R) N [xl, . . . . x,]. 
Proqf: We show that cp(K) = L. The inclusion q(K) c L has already 
been slhown in [HS]. Conversely, let ME mod A[G] with MC = 0. As 
MH hfG is an exact functor we may, without loss of generality, assume 
that M is a cyclic A[G]-module. Thus ME (A/a)(x), where a is an 
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A[G]-submodule of A (different from 0). We will show below that we may 
restrict ourselves to A [G]-submodules a of A generated by monomials. 
(Note that any monomial ideal is an A[G]-submodule of A.) Thus suppose 
for a moment that a is generated by monomials. Then A/a has an A[G]- 
module filtration 
o= urn+, c U,, c . c U. = A/a, 
where U,IU,, , E Ala, for i= 0, . . . . m and where each ai is generated 
by a subset of {X,, . . . . X,} and where each V,E G*. It follows that 
(A/aj)(qjX)’ = 0 for i= 0, . . . . m, since (A/a)(X)G = 0. Therefore 
[(A/aj)(qix)] E L for all i, and thus if cp -‘[(A/a,)(q;x)] E K for all i, we 
obtain that cpp’C(AlaNx)l E K since C(Ala)(x)l =X,, C(&)(r,x)l. 
Hence we may from now on assume that there is a non-empty subset 
Ic{l,..., PZ> such that a=({X,liEZ)). 
The Koszul complex resolves A/a, and so we obtain the exact sequence 
of A [ G]-modules, 
0 + K,,, + . +K,+K,-+A/a+O, 
where K, = @ OGr,< ..i,Gn,r ..., I,E,A(~i,. ... .xi,) for r=O, . . . . 111. Using 
this complex we see that cp- ‘[(A/a)(x)] =n,., (E--~)x. It is clear 
that (A/a)(x)” = 0 if and only if XE G*\G:. This implies that 
cp~‘lMl~)(~H E K. 
We are left to show that we may restrict ourselves to consider cyclic 
A[G]-modules (A/a)(X), where a is a monomial ideal. To this end we order 
the semigroup N” with respect o the reverse lexicographical order. Thus, 
if i= (i,, . . . . i,) and j= (j,, . . . . j,,) then i < j if either 1 i, <x jk, or 
Cik=Cjk, and for some k satisfying 1 d k d n, we have i,, = j,, 
i, , = j+,, . . . . ikt, = jk+,, i,c j,. 
For iE N” we let a, be the ideal of A which is generated by all 
monomials X-’ = X{’ . . .. . Xk, where in the reverse lexicographical order 
j = (j, , . . . . j,) 3 i. In particular, we have a, = A. For example, if n = 2 then 
a,,,,, = CC, X:X,, Xl X2, Cl. 
The family of ideals (ai)iE rm, define a NM-filtration 9 of the A[G]- 
module A, and it is readily seen that the completion gr,(A)^ of the 
associated graded ring gr,(A) is isomorphic to A as an A[G]-module. 
We now consider certain twists of 9: Given Jo N”, let p: A + A be the 
multiplication map defined by X’. We set 
Note that .F-(“A =~~‘(a,)= a,:, (Xl)= a,:, ai. It is clear that B =9(O) 
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and that (A, .9,-(j)) is a filtered A[G]-module over the filtered ring (A, 9). 
Of course, if x E G* then B(j)(x) defined by 
9yQ)(A(X)) = (9$4)(X) for all iE N”, 
is an A[G]-module filtration of A(X). More generally, if F= @L=, A(xk) 
is a free A[G]-module and j,, . . . . j, E N”, we may define an A[G]-module 
filtration 9 on F by setting 
sT&F= & (Fijk’A)(Xki) for all i E N”. 
k=l 
Any such filtration will be called a standard filtration. 
Suppose we are given an element y E @F which is G*-homogeneous of 
degree q. We claim that the map 
cc: (A(q), Yci)) + (F, 9)) aHay 
is a homomorphism of filtered A[G]-modules. It is obvious that CY is an 
A[G]-module homomorphism. Thus it remains to be shown that CI respects 
the filtrations: Write y = ( y,, . . . . y,); then ~,a,, c ai for k = 1, . . . . r. Hence if 
QE 9tji) for some t E N”, then (u,vk) ajk c aaic a,. This proves that 
cc(P?) c * for all t E N”. 
Now let M be an A[G]-submodule of F. We denote again by 9 the 
filtration on M which is given by the restriction of 9 to 44. It is clear that 
the inclusion MC F induces an inclusion gr,(M) c gr,(F) of the 
associated graded modules, and that gr,(M) is generated by all initial 
forms Z(m)=m +%,M~grk(M), where m E&M\.~$,M, in N”, and i’ 
denotes the least j > i. Here we consider gr,(M) and gr,(F) as N”-graded 
modules over the N”-graded @-algebra gr,(A) = C[X,, . . . . X,]. 
Since these filtrations are A[G]-module filtrations they are compatible 
with the G*-grading. In particular, we have 
l(m) = C 4m,) 
XEG’ 
degmI = degm 
where m, denotes the xth homogeneous component of m and deg m is the 
largest Jo N” such that m E q(M). 
Thus we may choose a finite system of generator 9 of M with the 
properties: 
(1) All elements of &I are G*-homogeneous. 
(2) The initial forms of ~3 generate gr,(M). 
481il49/1-9 
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(1) and (2) imply that there exists an A[G]-module F, which is free as 
A-module, and an epimorphism cp: F, + A4 of A[G]-modules which is 
compatible with a suitable standard filtration 9 on F, and the induced 
filtration 9 on M, and such that gr,(cp) is surjective; hence 
Ker gr,-(cp) ‘v gr,(Ker cp). If gr,(M) is free, we can even choose $3 such 
that cp and gr,(cp) are isomorphisms. 
Proceeding similarly with Ker cp, we obtain by induction on the 
projective dimension of gr,(M) a finite A[G]-resolution 
of 44, where all the F, are direct sums of certain A(X) and are equipped 
with standard filtrations such that F becomes a filtered complex and such 
that the associated homogeneous complex of gr,(A)-modules, 
0 + gr,( F,) + . -+ a@‘, I+ grAW -+ 0 
is again exact. 
It is immediate that the completion gr,(F,)^ of gr9(Fi) is A[G]- 
isomorphic to F, for all i. We therefore conclude that [gr,(M) A ] = [M] in 
K, (mod A[G]). If we apply this result to the A[G]-submodule a c A and 
observe that gr,,(a) is generated by monomials, all the assertions 
follow. 1 
2. ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE GROUP [gl,...,gn] 
In this section we study the group [g,, . . . . g,] from a purely group 
theoretic point of view without reference to Grothendieck groups. Our 
intention is to estimate or to compute its order in some cases, or in very 
special cases to actually compute its primary decomposition. 
Given a finite abelian group G and a sequence g,, . . . . g, of elements of 
G, which generates G. We recall the definition of the group [g,, . . . . g,], 
which is a certain quotient group of the group ring Z[G]. In order to 
describe the relations we introduce some notations. If A c G is a subset of 
G we set H[A]= egcA Zg, and denote by (A) the subgroup of G 
generated by the elements of A. Let J= { 1, . . . . n}, and let ZcJ be a 
non-empty subset. We set 
G,:= (ig,l&\W> 
g, := nis, (e - gi), where e is the neutral element of G. 
K,:=g,B[G\G,]andK:=C~,,.,,,K,. 
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Finally, we define 
Eg 1, .-.I g,] := Z[G}/Ze -I- K, 
For later calculations it is useful to note the following: 
Proof: (1 f and (4) are obvious. 
(2) KJ is by definition the ~-submodule of Z[G] generated by the 
elements g, g, g E G, g f e. However, 0 = g, . x:pE o g, and so g, E KJ as well. 
(3) As in (2) we obtain (e-gi)= -(e-gi)‘ChE<g,),h~eh~Kti) for 
all i cf { 1, . . . . n}. Therefore, z[G]=eZ+K, and hence [g ,,..., g,]=O. # 
Our first theorem generalizes the result of [HS]. There it was shown 
that the group [gl, . . . g,] is finite. We denote by P the set of prime 
numbers 
THEOREM 2.2. Let p E P such that p/ord[g, , ..,, g,,], tht?tr pjord G. 
Proqf: Large parts of this proof are very similar to the corresponding 
proof in [HS], We therefore restrict ourselves to give an outfine of the 
proof and to indicate the new arguments, It suffices to show that 
Eg 1, “., g,] @r z(p) = 0 for all p E P with p $ ord G. We set d := ord G and 
fix a prime number p E P such that p + d. Let { E C be a dth primitive root 
of unity, We will show that 
As Z,,,[5] is a free J!CPj -module we conclude then that [gl, . . . . g,] Oar Z&,) = 0. 
We set A = Z,,,[<][G], then [gl, .,., g,] Oar Z,,J,[<] can be identified with 
A/HC,,[t] e -I- R, where x is the &,[<I-submodule of A which is generated 
by the elements g,g, g E G\G, For all Zc J, I# 0. 
We introduce a new ZCPt[<f-basis of A. For any character ;y of G we set 
d is invertible in zgpf since p f d, and so e, E A. 
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The set d= {e,[x~G*} is a Z(,,[<]-basis of A, and 
e 
e,.eti= 
0:’ 
if x=*, 
otherwise. 
An ideal a of A will be called of the special class if it is generated by a 
subset of d. An ideal a of A belongs to the special class if and only if for 
all 1 E G* it satisfies 
a.e,= 
i 
z,,,C51 e,, if e,Ea 
0, if e, $ a. 
Let a and b be ideals of the special class then both a + b and an b are 
ideals of the special class and, moreover, an b = a b. 
Now our proof of the theorem proceeds as follows: We show 
(1) Let X be any set of subsets of J then CIE X g,A is of the special 
class. 
(2) Let X= {IJZcJ, GZG,}, then R=CIsx g,A. 
(3) k=@ XEG’?{&} z,,,ca e,. Here E denotes the trivial character. 
(4) e+!R 
(3) and (4) together imply that A =Z(,,[t]e+K, and thus that 
cg 1 > ...> &?10zq7,=0. 
Proof (1) Let Zc J be a non-empty subset. It suffices to show that 
g,.e,=O or g,.e,=u.e,, where u is a unit in ??,,,[(I. As 
g,.e,=ni,,(l-X(gi)).e,, it remains to show that 1 -x(g) is a unit in 
Z,,,[<], whenever 1 -x(g) #O. We set r~ :=x(g). q is a tth primitive root 
of unity for some t E IV, with t/d. The element 1 -q is a unit in Z’,,,[r], 
since p + t, and thus a unit in Z,,,[t]. The well-known argument is this: 
We consider the norm N( 1 -‘I) of 1 -q, which is the product of 
conjugates of 1 - q in Q(q). Since the conjugates of 1 - q are all of the form 
1 -v]” for suitable aE N, they all belong to Z,,,[q]. Consequently, if 
N( 1 -q) is a unit in i&,, then 1 -v] is a unit in Z,,,[q]. 
Let g be the minimal polynomial of r] then g(X) := g( 1 -X) is the mini- 
mal polynomial of 1 - ‘1 and N( 1 -q) = g(0). There exists an h E Z[X] 
such thath.g=X’-l.Thereforeweobtain?i~g=(l-X)’-l=-t~X+ 
higher powers of X. Since g(0) = N( 1 - q) # 0 it follows that h’= a, A’+ 
a,X2+ ... with aiE Z, a, # 0, and hence N( 1 - q). a, = t. However, 
N(l -q)~iZ, and so N(l -q)/d. Thus N(1 -q) is a unit in ZcP). 
The proofs of (2), (3) and (4) are word by word the same as the 
corresponding assertions in [HS]. In the proof of (2) it is essential that 
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a n b = a. b for the ideals listed in 1). This is the reason why we needed to 
show that they belong to the special class. 1 
Let (T: Z[G] + Z be the augmentation map which maps all elements of 
G to 1, and let a = Ker cr be the augmentation ideal. It is clear that Kc a. 
For most of our calculations it is convenient to have the following 
presentation of [g,, . . . . g,]. 
LEMMA 2.3. [g,, . . . . g,] F a/K. 
Proof. [g,, . . . . g,]=Ze+a/Ze+K-a/K, since Zena=ZenK=O. 
K may actually be a subset of a higher power of the augmentation 
ideal a. The following lemma is immediate from the definition of K. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let k E N be an integer such that any subsequence of 
g,, ,,., g, consisting of n -k elements generates G, then Kc ak+ ‘. In 
particular, there exists an epimorphism 
Eg 1, . . . . g,] -+alakil. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let g,, . . . . g, be a sequence of elements of G such that 
G = (g,, . . . . ii, . . . . g,) for i = 1, . . . . n. Then there exists an epimorphism 
cs I, . . . . g,l + G. 
Proof: It is well known (see [CE, X, 4, (S)]) that a/a’ z G. Thus the 
conclusion is immediate from 2.4. 1 
If G is cyclic then one even has a’/a’+’ z G for all i, as is shown in 
[AR, 6.23. This implies that gr,(Z[G]) is canonically isomorphic to the 
symmetric algebra Sym,(G) of G. 
Unfortunately this is not true in general. Consider the following example: 
Let G = (g,, g2) be a group of order 4 whose generators g,, g, have 
order 2. The elements a, = e - g, and az = e - g, generate a, and we have 
a:a2-a,a~=a,a2(al-a2)=(e-g,)(e-g2)(g2-g,)=(e--g,)(g2-e)- 
(g, - e)(e- g2) = 0. So the class of a:u, --a,& is zero in a’ja”. On the 
other hand, one easily verifies that 
SyMG) = ZCX,, ~JIWf,, 2X2). 
Suppose the canonical epimorphism a: Sym,(G) + gr,(Z[G]) is an 
isomorphism, then X:X, - X, X: E (2X2, 2X,), a contradiction. 
It would be interesting to determine the kernel of a in general. The 
epimorphism in 2.5 is an isomorphism if and only if K = a’. In the next 
proposition we consider a case in which K = an for some n. 
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PROPOSITION 2.6 [AR,6.2]. Suppose G= (g,)= ... = (g,), then 
cs , , . . . . g,] = a/a”, and ord[g,, . . . . g,] = (ord G)+ ‘. 
Proo$ It is clear from the definition of K that in this case K is 
generated by (e - g, )(e - gz) . . . (e - g,) g, g E G, g # e. However, since 
(e-gi)CgEc g= 0, we see that (e-gl)(e-g,). ... ‘(e-~,)EK as well, 
and so K=(e-g,)(e-g,). ... .(e-g,)Z[G]=((e-g,)Z[G])“, since 
(e - g,) Z[G] = (e - gi) Z[G] for all i= 1, . . . . n. The formula for the order 
follows from the fact, mentioned before, that al/a’+ ’ 21 G for all i. 1 
In the situation of 2.6 we are able to describe exactly the structure of the 
group Csl, . . . . g,!]. For x E [w we denote by [x] the largest integer which is 
less then or equal to x. 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose G= (g,)= ... = (g,). 
(a) Let G=G,x ... x G, he the decomposition of G into its primary 
components, and let 71, : G + Gi be the canonical projection map, i = 1, . . . . r. 
Then 
[g 1 > ..., &I = 0 [Xi g, > ...3 xi SJ 
r=l 
(b) Zf G is a p-group of order q = p’ for some prime number p, then 
Y- 1 
[g,, . ..) g,] N ,Fl ~/(q[(n~l~‘)i(y~‘)+“). 
Proof: (a) Here each Gi is a cyclic group whose order is a power of 
a prime number and rcigj generates Gi for j= 1, . . . . n. Hence 2.6 applies to 
both sides of our formula (2.7a). Let a, be the augmentation ideal of Gi. 
There exists a natural group homomorphism 
We will show that CD is an isomorphism. For this we only need to prove 
that @ is an epimorphism, since by 2.6 both groups have the same order. 
Note that (e - g)(e - h) = (e - g) + (e-h) - (e - gh) or, equivalently, 
(e-gh)+a2=(e-g)+(e-h)+a2 for all g, h E G. (3) 
Let G=(h) and h, := hPl for pl :=ord G/G,, i= 1, . . . . r. Then Gi= (hi) 
and e-hi generates the ideal ai for i = 1, . . . . r. Using the identity (3) it 
follows that pi(e - h) = (e-hi) mod a2, ore more generally, 
pf(e - h)k = (e - hok mod ak + ’ forall kEN. 
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Since (pi , . . . . p,) = 1 these congruences imply that (e - h)“ E a, + . . + 
a,+ak+’ for all k E N. In particular, we obtain 
a=a,+ ... +a,+a’=ai+ . . . +at+a3= ... =a,+ es* +a,+a”, 
since a”=Z.(e-h)&+a k+ ’ This proves the surjectivity of @J. . 
(b) According to 2.6 it suffices to prove the following: Let G = (g) 
be a group of order q = p” for some p E P, v E N; then 
a,a” “v&l z;(qc*+ 11) 
i= 1 
To prove this we will use the identity 
q(e-g)k= i (-l)i ; 
0 
fe- dk+‘--’ 
i=2 
which follows from e = (e - (e - g))” = e - q(e - g) -I- xyC 2 ( - I)( T)(e - g)j 
by multiplication with (e- g)k-l. q divides (4) for i= 1, . . . . q- 1, since q 
is a power of a prime number. Thus we may apply (4) again to the 
summands (- 1 )i( 4)( e - g)k + ‘- ’ for i = 2, . . . . q - 1. After a finite number of 
steps we achieve 
q-(e-g)k=(e-g)k+4-i+u, aEak+‘. (5) 
In particular, it follows from (5) that a/a” is generated (as a Z-module) by 
the elements (e - g)i + a” for i= 1, . . . . q- 1. Let 
ai = 
[ 
(n-1)+(4-1)-i . 1 q-l ’ 
then, again by (5), we have 4%‘. (e - g)‘E a”, and therefore 
ord((e- g)‘+ a”)dq”‘. On the other hand, one has Cyzi’ ai=n- 1, and 
ord a/a” = q” - ‘, by 2.6. This is only possible if a/a” is the direct sum of the 
cyclic groups generated by the element (e - g)j + a” (i = 1, . . . . q - I), and if 
ord((e- g)‘+a”)=q”’ for i= 1, . . . . q- 1. 1 
Our next goal is to generalize Proposition 2.6 slightly. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let gl, ..,, g, be a sequence of elements of G such that 
(sl>c<g2)c ---=(g,)=G; then 
OrdCg,, .-, s,l= 
ord g, . ... .ord g, 
ord G ’ 
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COROLLARY 2.9. If G is a cych’c p-group and G = ( g, , . . . . g, ), then 
OrdCg,, . . . . g,l = 
ord g, . IIS *ord g, 
ord G ’ 
We do not know if the conclusion of 2.9 holds for a general cyclic group. 
It is definitely wrong for a non-cyclic p-group, as the following example 
shows: Let G be a group of order 4 with two generators g,, g, of order 2, 
and iet g, = g, a g,. By 2.5 there is an epimorphism [g,, g,, g3] -+ G, 
and hence ord[gr, g,, g3] 24. On the other hand, (ord g, .ord g, . 
ord g,)/ord G = 2. 
The proof of Theorem 2.8 is a simple consequence of 
THEOREM 2.10. Let g,, . . . . g, be a sequence of elements of G generating 
G aad such that (g, > c ( gi) ,fir all i = 1, . . . . n. Then there exists an exact 
sequence 
of abelian groups. 
It follows from the exact sequence that ord[g,, . . . . g,] = ord g, . 
OrdCg,, . . . . g,]. Induction on n yields the proof of 2.8. 
Proofof2.10. We introduce some notations: We set J’= j2, . . . . n >, and 
for Zc J’ we denote by Gi, K> the groups formed with respect o g,, . . . . g,. 
Finally, we set K’ = Crc J. Ki. We first prove that Kc K’: 
1. Case l+! I. If I# J’, then K, = K; because G, = G’,. If I= J’, then 
GJ, = (g,) and G;# = (e), so that K,, = g,,Z[G\G,,] c g,,Z[G] = K>,. 
2. CaselEI; IfI=( thenG,=(g, ,..., gn)=G,andso K,=(O). 
If Z#(l>, then I\(l)#@, g,=(e-g,)g,~,~Ii, G;.,,,=G,, and thus 
&=(e-gl)Kh~~,). Now if If J, then K, = (e - g,) K;,, iI ), since K;, (1 ;, is 
a H[G;,(,)]-module and since g, EG;,,~~~. If, however, I = J then 
K,= g,Z[G] c K;, = gJ,Z[G]. 
Next we observe that the inclusion Kc kT’ yields the exact sequence 
0 --+ K’IX:* Csr , I.., czl --t Cgz, . ..> snl -+ 0. 
Thus it remains to be shown that K’/K 2 ( g, ). 
The above proof already showed that K’ = K + K;.. Recall that K;. = 
g.rZCGl = gJ,zCG\(g,)l~g,,HC(g,)l=g,,hC(g,)l+KcZg,,+K. 
The last inclusion holds, since (e - g:) g,. E gJH[G] c K for all k E N. 
Hence we see that K’/K is a cyclic group generated by the class of gJ, 
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modulo K, As 0 = (C gGG g) g,,s Ez’iT 8) gJt = (ord sl) g,. mod K we 
obtain the inequality ord K’/K ,< ord g, . 
To prove the converse inequality we introduce some more notations: We 
set L=CI,,J8,1+J fT K then K= K,+ KJ8 + L. For j = 1,2, . . . . IZ we let vi be 
the smallest integer such that g, = gJ, and set u,~ :=Cp:i gi, and 
a := nT_ r ai. It is clear that a,(e - g) = c - g, for j = 1, . . . . n. 
To conclude our proof we will show: 
Obviously (2) implies that ord K/iv> ord g,. 
PrrmJ: (1) We pick a generator c = nie, (e - gJ g, g E G\*Gt of KJ, 
If J, S # J’ then a . c = (e - g, )“‘(Q .+, aj) g. The assumption g, E G, implies 
that Z[G\G,]cZ[G\(g,)] and (e-g,)“‘-‘(~j,,Ui)EZ~GI]. Thus 
~~~~(e~-gl)~EG1l~CG\G,I=(e-g,)~EG\~~I~(~-g,)~~G\~g,~I, 
since Z[G\G,] is a Z[G,]-module. 
(2). We have aK,= (e - gl)” Z[G], ak;, = (e - g,)“-“Z[G\( g,)] 
and thus aK, -t OK,, c (e - gl)“- ‘Z[G] = aK’~. It follows from (1) 
that aLnu~~~(e-g,)ZEG\(g,)fn(e-g,)“-“H[G3=(e-g,)”-’ 
ZilG\(g~ >I = UK.,?. Hence we obtain aKn aKL8 = (aiU, + aKy + aL) n 
aK$” = aKJ -!- aiu,* + aL n aK;* = aK, •t aK$#. Finally, using K’ = K + K;, we 
see that 
In a similar way one easily shows the following statement dual to 2.10, 
which also implies Theorem 2.8. 
Remark 2.11. Suppose G is cyclic and g, generates G. Then multiplica- 
tion with e - g, induces an exact sequence, 
o”-+ ts1, “.> g,-Il~I:gI~~*.~g,l~(gI~.~~~g,-1)-,0‘ 
We close this section with a problem. For all prime numbers p let G, be 
the p-primary component of G, and let zP: G -+ G, be the canonical 
projection map. It is true that 
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An affirmative answer to this question would yield the equation 
ord[g,, . . . . g,] = “o:i$ gi 
for cyclic groups. 
3. ISOLATED QUOTIENT SINGULARITIES 
In this last section we show that the order of the Grothendieck group of 
the invariant ring can be computed if R is an isolated singularity, i.e., if R, 
is a regular local ring for all non-maximal prime ideals p of R. 
We will adopt the assumptions and notations from Section 1. An element 
gs G is called a pseudoreflexion if there exists in { 1, . . . . H} such that 
x,(g)= 1 for all j= 1, . . . . n, j # i. Let H be the subgroup of G which is 
generated by the pseudoreflexions. It is well known and easy to see that AH 
is again a formal power series ring and that there is a natural faithful linear 
action of G/H on AH. 
The Lemmata 5.4 and 5.5 in [AR] imply that R is an isolated singularity 
if and only if G/H acts freely on the space of l-forms of AH, which means 
that g(u) = u if and only if u = 0 or g = e. We use this result to prove 
THEOREM 3.1. If R is an isolated singularity then 
ord &mod R) = “‘ii,“t;” ‘I. 
Proof: We prove the formula by induction on ord H. If ord H= 1 then 
G acts freely on A, and in this case G* = (xi ) = . . . = (I,), so that the 
formula follows from 2.6. (This case has been treated already in [AR]). 
If or3 H # 1, we may assume without loss of generality that there 
exists h E H with h(X,) = (X, , t # 1, 5” = 1 for some prime number p, 
and h(X,)=X, for i>2. Let U=(h) and G’=G/U then A”= 
a=IXP, x,, . . . . XJ, and @[Xp, X,, . . . . X,1” = R. Moreover, for all g E G 
we have g(X[) = xp( g) Xi, g(X,) = xi(g) Xi for i= 2, . . . . n, and hence 
G’* = (I:, x1, . . . . x,) 5 G* = (x, , . . . . x,,). Hence, using the induction 
hypothesis we obtain 
ord &mod R) = ord &(mod(AL’)G’) 
=ordxP. n:= z ord xi 
ord G JJ:= I ord xi 
ord G’ =p.ord G” ord G ’ 
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But 
ord G =A.ord G*/G’*= 1. 
p.ordG’ p 
Given G and a set of generators g,, .,., g,, let H= G*. Then g,, . . . . g, 
may be considered as characters of H, since H* is canonically isomorphic 
to G. Thus we may interpret the abstract group [gr , . . . . gn] as a Grothen- 
dieck group and obtain from Theorem 3.1 and its proof the following rules 
for Cg,, . . . . s,l: 
COROLLARY 3.2. ord[g,, gz] = (ord g, . ord g,)/ord G. 
Proof: The invariant ring of C[X,, XJ is an isolated singularity. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If for some prime number p we have 
( d, g,, ‘.‘> s,> z (g,, g2, ...9 g,>, 
then 
CgP, g,, ...> gnl = cg,. g2, .“2 &I. 
Proof: We choose an hE H such that (H/(h))* = (gp, g,, . . . . g,), 
Since (gf, g,, . . . . g, ) # G, we see, as in the proof of 3.1, that AH = 
a=iTXP, x*, ..., X,1 H’<h). Finally, Theorem 1.1 implies that [g, , . . . . g,] = 
CgP, g2, ...> &I. I 
For both results 3.2 and 3.3 the authors have (rather lengthy) direct 
proofs, not using Grothendieck groups. If the invariant ring R is an 
isolated singularity with &mod R) = 0 then Theorem 3.1 implies that 
nl= i ord xi = ord G. This observation inspired us to prove the following 
more general result: 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let R = AG be the invariant ring of a finite abelian 
group G. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) R is regular ring. 
(b) &,(mod R) = 0. 
(c) R is a unique factorization domain. 
(d) nl= i ord xi= ord G. 
Proof. If H is the subgroup of G generated by the pseudo-reflections 
then the following facts are well known: 
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( 1) R is regular if and only if G = H. 
(2) The class group cl(R) is isomorphic to (G/H)*. 
(3) There is an epimorphism &mod R) + cl(R). 
(4) R is u U.F.D. if‘ and only if cl( R) = 0. 
This proves the equivalences (a) t, (b) *--) (c); 
(d)+(b) In this case G* = @YE, (xi) and so &(mod R)=O by 1.1 
and 2.1. 
(a) -+ (d) follows from Proposition 3.1. 1 
A different proof of the equivalence of (d) and (a) is given by Stanley in 
[St, 4.31 , using the Molien series of G. 
Note that, in general, (b) does not imply (a) if G is not abelian. For 
instance, consider the &-singularity which is the invariant ring of the 
icosahedral group. It is a two-dimensional factorial isolated hypersurface 
singularity. Factoriality in dimension 2 implies, however, that the reduced 
Grothendieck group is trivial. 
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